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Executive Summary 
 
Debris flows are imminent in the Silverado Fire Area.  Debris flows and flooding have occurred 
in the past during high storm events. Debris flow hazard areas have been identified with the aid 
of USGS Debris Flow Modeling.  The debris flow modeling data was used to identify values at 
risk that have some potential of threats from debris flows.  A high debris flow hazard exists in 
Subwatershed C and Subwatershed A.  Several houses and road crossings are at risk from 
potential debris flows in the Silverado Fire area.  Treatments for debris flows include notification 
to the owners/residents of the houses along the Subwatershed C channel, especially the people 
who live off of Mountain View Trail and Silverado Canyon Road.   Warning of debris flow 
hazards should be in the form of letters, warning signs, public meetings and coordination with 
local road and emergency agencies.   

 
Slope treatments in Subwatershed C were evaluated and are feasible.  It is possible that the 
reduction in sediment from slope treatment could reduce the likelihood of a debris flow from 
occurring.  There is a possibility that slope treatments designed to protect the soils and reduce 
erosion off the slopes and sediment into the channel could reduce the possibility of debris flows 
from occurring in the channel in Subwatershed C.  It was determined that BAER treatments to 
protect downstream values at risk off National Forest lands are not within the spending authority 
of the US Forest Service.  Other options to fund the treatment would be through the Natural 
Resources Conservation Service Emergency Watershed Protection Program. 
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2014 Silverado Fire  
Debris Flow Hazard Assessment Report 

Burn Area Emergency Response (BAER) Assessments 
Cleveland National Forest 
Trabuco Ranger District 

 
 

Resource Specialty:  Geology 
Fire Name: Silverado Fire 
Month and Year: November 3, 2014 
Author(s) Name and Home unit Name:  Alan J. Gallegos, Sierra National Forest 
 
I. Potential Values at Risk  
Several houses and people living in these houses, located on Mountain View Trail and Silverado Canyon 
Road. Some houses located along Silverado Creek that are constructed in the floodplain of Silverado 
Creek. 
 
II. Resource Condition Assessment 
 
A. Resource Setting  
The Silverado Fire is located on steep, south facing slopes of unnamed  small basins or subwatersheds, 
above the community of Silverado Canyon, on the Cleveland National Forest, Trabuco Ranger District.  
The fire is located on the south facing slopes, north of Silverado Canyon.  Most of the fire occurred on 
National Forest System lands above the community that resides in Silverado Canyon.  The steep canyon 
slopes are dominated by mass wasting processes including rock slides, rock falls and debris flows.  The 
fire area includes several small subwatersheds that have been identified as Subwatersheds A, B, C, and D 
(see Figure 1).   Subwatershed C is an area of the biggest concern because of the proximity of several 
houses to the channel that drains Subwatershed C.   Subwatershed A is also a concern for flooding and 
possible debris flows.   
 
Several houses, below Subwatershed C, in Silverado Canyon are encroaching on the floodplain and 
alluvial/debris flow fan of the channel in Subwatershed C.  Several houses are encroaching on the 
floodplain of Silverado Creek. 
 
The geology of the fire area includes metamorphic rocks from the Bedford Formation and recent alluvial 
deposits.  This Bedford Formation is dipping northeast with a northwest strike.  These rocks are a 
metamorphosed assemblage of interlayered argillite, slate, greywacke, impure quartzite, and small masses 
of limestone (see Figure 2).  The alluvial deposits are located in the drainages and are in the form of 
alluvial fans and stream deposits within the channels (see Figure 2).   
 
The Silverado Fire area was mostly burned at a low to moderate soil burn severity with small pockets of 
high burn severity on the ridge tops.   
 
B.  Findings of the On-The-Ground Survey 

1. Resource condition resulting from the fire: The fire resulted in low to moderate burn severity on 
the steep slopes with some pockets of high burn severity (see Photo 1).   Several roads and houses 
in the community of Silverado Canyon are located on either side of the channel in Subwatershed C 
(see Figure 4).  This channel has been constricted by houses that are adjacent to walls that have 
been constructed to constrain water flowing down these channels.  Two houses are located along 
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the channel, which are located on Mountain View trail (see Photos 2 &3).  Two other houses are 
located adjacent and on either side of the channel on Silverado Canyon (see Photos 4 & 5).   
 
The condition of the fire area was evaluated and documented in an initial evaluation of the fire 
(see Fudge, 2014 and Wells, 2014).  Fudge and Wells determined that 42% of the fire had water 
repellent soils.  An evaluation of soil cover in Subwatershed C was conducted and determined to 
be about 35%.  Slopes with low burn severity had little to no soil cover from vegetation and 
organic matter.   The soil O horizon was partially consumed in the fire.  There were several 
pockets of intact O Horizon soil.  The only soil cover in the fire area in Subwatershed C was from 
small rock fragments that varied from .5 to 1.5” in size (see Photo 6).  Fudge and Wells 
determined in their evaluation that the soil had on average 30% soil cover from rock fragments in 
their evaluation (personal communication). 
 
An old road, known as the Silverado Trail is located in Subwatershed C.  The Silverado Trail has 
the prism of a 14‘ wide road that is currently managed as a foot and bicycle trail.   
This trail has not had any maintenance in years and all water control structures are not 
functioning.  This trail was originally designed as a road with over side drains that concentrated 
water on the slopes, below the road and resulted in the development of severe gullying in the 
watershed.  The trail is currently insloped and capturing water from the slopes above the road 
prism and concentrating the water to sites where the water is draining (see Photo 7).  This road has 
caused major damage in this watershed and contributed a significant amount of sediment into the 
small channel in Subwatershed C.  A debris flow deposit was identified on the Subwatershed C 
channel side slope below one of these gullies leading to the road (see Photo 8). 
 
The channel that drains Subwatershed C was evaluated from about 800 feet above where the 
Silverado Trail crosses the channel to where the channel enters Silverado Canyon Creek.  The 
riparian vegetation is for the most part intact with mostly low to some moderate burn severity.  
The deciduous trees growing in the channel bottom have some scorched leaves and some of the 
trees were still green.  Along the length of the channel, debris flow deposits were observed in the 
channel.  An incised channel has formed within these deposits with a bed load of 3” to 3’ cobbles 
and boulders.  The debris flow deposits are in storage in the channel and are available to be 
mobilized in the next debris flow event. 
 
Subwatershed A has also burned with low to moderate soil burn severity.  An evaluation of this 
subwatershed was not conducted.  However based on the evaluation of Subwatershed C, 
Subwatershed A most likely has similar conditions as Subwatershed C.  The USGS Debris Flow 
Assessment predicted a 60%-80% probability of a debris flow occurring that could be between 
10,000 – 100,000 yds3 in this Subwatershed A.   The junction of the channel in Subwatershed A, 
where it meets Silverado Canyon Creek is approximately .75 mile upstream from the upstream 
houses in Silverado Canyon Creek.  The channel has a 3.5-4.5% channel gradient.   If a debris 
flow occurs in Subwatershed A most of the debris flow material will most likely deposit along  
Silverado Canyon Creek, above where the first house are located.  There could be sediment laden 
flows moving down the channel, past the houses in Silverado Canyon Creek.   
 
The subwatershed on the far west end of the fire, where the Smesk Ranch Road is located has a 
high debris flow hazard.  The bottom of the drainage was evaluated for values at risk.  There are 
no houses located in this area.  The only values at risk are the Smesk Ranch Road and the 
Silverado Canyon Road.  The road channel crossings have the potential to be plugged and the road 
damaged if a debris flow occurs in this subwatershed and moves down this channel.  The USGS 
Debris Flow Assessment predicted a 60%-80% probability of a debris flow occurring that could 
be between 10,000 – 100,000 yds3 in this subwatershed .       
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2. Consequences of the fire on Values At Risk (VAR) 

a. Risk Assessment – The United States Geologic Survey (USGS) conducted a debris flow 
assessment of the fire area that shows debris flow hazard classes and probability of debris flows 
occurring for multiple precipitation events including the 2 year, 5 year, 10 year, 25 year and 50 
year storm events.  The 10 year event was used to evaluate debris flow potential for the fire area, 
because the values at risk include life (see Figure 3).  Several of the subwatersheds, including 
Subwatersheds C and A in the Silverado Fire were modeled as having a 60-80% probability of 
debris flows occurring in the channel and a potential debris flow of 10,000 to 100,000 m3 for a 
High debris flow hazard.  Several houses were identified at the bottom of Subwatershed C, where 
houses have encroached on the channel and alluvial/debris flow fan of this channel. Several 
houses are encroaching on Silverado Canyon Creek and are partially located on the floodplain. 

 
A risk assessment for houses on Mountain View Trail and Silverado Canyon Road, below 
Subwatershed C and houses downstream of Subwatershed A, along Silverado Canyon Creek was 
conducted resulting in a high risk (see Table 1).  Flooding is likely down the channel in 
Subwatershed C, if normal precipitation occurs in the area.  The hydrology report for the 
Silverado Fire BAER Assessment (Fudge, 2014) documents expected discharges and stream 
flow.  The estimated discharge for Subwatershed C for a 2 year event would be more like a 7-8 
year event without bulking and more like a 20-25 year event with bulking.  The term bulking is 
used to denote high amounts of sediment with the flood flows.  Using the same reasoning, a 10 
year event would be more like a 25-50 year event, which is estimated at between 88-110 cfs.  
Manning’s Equation was used to determine that the size of a pipe needed to handle a 100 cfs flow 
event is a 36” to 38” pipe.  The confined channel with the 8-10’ wide x 4-5’ high channel should 
be able to handle the expected flows from a 10 year event.  However the road crossings on 
Mountain View Trail and Silverado Canyon Road are marginally sized and were partially 
plugged during the evaluation.  
 
The USGS estimates of debris flow probability and volume is a major concern for the areas 
downslope and downstream of the fire area.   Debris flows are possible for all modeled storm 
events.   The probability of a 2, 5, and 10 year storm event is 88%, 49% and 27%, respectively.  
The probability of debris flows occurring from a 2 year, 5 year, and 10 year event are 20-40%, 
40-60% and 60-80%, respectively.  Debris flow probabilities are estimated at 80-100% for a 25 
year storm event and higher. Combining the probability of a debris flow occurring for the 2, 5 and 
10 year storm events gives a 18-35% probability for a debris flow occurring from a 2 year storm 
event; 20-29% probability for a debris flow occurring from a 5 year storm event; and 16-22% 
probability for a debris flow occurring from a 10 year storm event (see Table 1).   The probability 
of a debris flow occurring in the Silverado Fire area will diminish over time, but should be 
planned for at least 2 to 3 years. 
 
Using the risk rating matrix in the BAER Handbook,  the probability of Damage or Loss to the 
houses on Mountain View Trail and Silverado Canyon Road from a debris flow coming down the 
channel in Subwatershed C  is Possible and the Magnitude of Consequences is Major.  There is a 
High Risk to the downstream values of risk of life and property.   The probability of damage or 
loss to Mountain View Road, Silverado Canyon Road and to other houses along Silverado 
Canyon Trail is Possible and the Magnitude of Consequences is Moderate.  There is an 
Intermediate risk to Mountain View Road, Silverado Canyon Road, and other houses along 
Silverado Canyon Road. 
 
If a debris flow occurs in the channel of Subwatershed C, most likely it is going to move through 
the channel between the houses and across Mountain View Trail.   At Mountain View Trail, the 
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channel is not confined and debris flow material could flow into one of the houses on Mountain 
View Trail.  As the debris flow moves down the channel, some of the debris flow material could 
flow into another house downstream.  Two other houses on Mountain View Trail and  Silverado 
Canyon Road are also at risk as a debris flow moves down the channel.  The confined channel 
with the 8-10 foot wide, 5 foot high concrete wall is probably not large enough of a cross 
sectional area to handle a 100,000 yds3 debris flow.  The debris flow will exceed the capacity of 
the channel and will flow along the houses and will damage, if not destroy portions of the houses.  
If people are in these houses during a debris flow event, their lives will be threatened by the 
debris flow.   There are two additional houses located at the end of Mountain View Trail. If a 
debris flow occurs the Mountain View Trail will be damaged and access will be blocked on this 
road. 

   
Table 1 – Risk Assessment of Values at Risk from Debris Flows 
 

 
 

III. Emergency Determination – There is a HIGH RISK in the Silverado Fire area and an 
emergency exists at the four houses on Mountain View Trail and Silverado Canyon.  There is a threat to 
life and property from debris flows that have a High Debris Flow Hazard and have a 20-80% probability 
of debris flows occurring, with a potential for debris flow volumes from 10,000 – 100,000 yds3.   
Additional values at risk includes houses and other structures located within the flood plain of Silverado 
Canyon Creek. 
 
An emergency exists for Mountain View Trail and Silverado Canyon Road, where the Subwatershed C 
channel crosses these roads.    
  
IV. Treatments to Mitigate the Emergency 
 
Slopes treatments were reevaluated for the Silverado Fire, especially for Subwatershed C to 
determine if runoff and erosion could be reduced to prevent or reduce the likelihood of debris 
flows in this subwatershed.  Assistance for erosion modeling was requested from Dr. William 
Elliot from the Forest Service Rocky Mountain Research Station and Dr. Mary Ellen Miller.  Dr. 
Elliot and Dr. Miller have been working with the Watershed Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP) 
to develop applications to model soil erosion for wild land fire areas including BAER 

Value–at-Risk Storm Event
Probability 
of Storm 
Event

Debris Flow 
Probability

Total 
Probability of 
Debris Flow

Probability of 
Damage or 
Loss

Magnitude of 
Consequences

Risk

Houses on Mountain 
View Trail below 
Subwatershed C

2 Yr Storm 5 
Yr Storm 10 
Yr Storm

88%       
49%       
27%

20-40%         
40-60%        
60-80%

18 - 35%       
20 - 29%       
16 - 22%       

Possible       
Possible           
Possible

Major         
Major         
Major

High          
High           
High   

Houses on Silverado 
Canyon Canyon Road 
below Subwatershed C

2 Yr Storm 5 
Yr Storm 10 
Yr Storm

88%       
49%       
27%

20-40%         
40-60%        
60-80%

18 - 35%       
20 - 29%       
16 - 22%       

Possible       
Possible           
Possible

Major         
Major         
Major

High         
High          
High   

Mountain View Road
2 Yr Storm 5 
Yr Storm 10 
Yr Storm

88%       
49%       
27%

20-40%         
40-60%        
60-80%

18 - 35%       
20 - 29%       
16 - 22%       

Possible       
Possible           
Possible

Moderate      
Moderate       
Moderate

Intermediate  
Intermediate  
Intermediate

Silverado Canyon Road
2 Yr Storm 5 
Yr Storm 10 
Yr Storm

88%       
49%       
27%

20-40%         
40-60%        
60-80%

18 - 35%       
20 - 29%       
16 - 22%       

Possible       
Possible           
Possible

Moderate      
Moderate       
Moderate

Intermediate  
Intermediate  
Intermediate

Houses along Silverado 
Canyon Road 

2 Yr Storm 5 
Yr Storm 10 
Yr Storm

88%       
49%       
27%

20-40%         
40-60%        
60-80%

18 - 35%       
20 - 29%       
16 - 22%       

Possible    
Possible    
Possible

Moderate      
Moderate       
Moderate

Intermediate 
Intermediate  
Intermediate
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assessments.  Dr. Mary Ellen Miller conducted the erosion modeling using GeoWEPP, which is 
a GIS based version of WEPP.  Dr. Miller is a Research Scientist with Michigan Tech Research 
Institute.   
 
Dr. Elliot and Dr. Miller were requested to model soil erosion for Subwatershed C for post-fire 
conditions and treatment conditions using slopes up to 60% regardless of soil burn severity.  This 
was based on low soil burn severity slopes having little to no ground cover from an O soil 
horizon other than the 30% rock fragments as ground cover.  Treated slopes were modeled at 
60% and 70% soil cover. 
 
The results of the erosion modeling for Subwatershed C predicted 588 tons of sediment could be 
generated from a 10 year storm under post fire conditions (see Table 2).  Modeling with 60% and 
70% soil cover from treatment resulted in 379 and 346 tons of sediment generated respectively.  
This is a 209 tons (36%) and 242 tons (41%) reduction of sediment from treatments that would 
result in 60% and 70% ground cover on 62 acres of treatment area.  The WEPP modeling 
resulted in no change in peak runoff rate.  This is due to shallow soils and the low water holding 
capacity of the soil.  In addition, once the soil has reached field capacity in water retention any 
additional precipitation would result in 100% runoff.   Additional modeling was conducted with 
a variation of the soil file using a silt loam. The results of the modeling predicted 819 tons of 
sediment could be generated from a 10 year storm under post fire conditions.  Modeling with 
60% and 70% soil cover from treatments resulted in 682 and 668 tons of sediment generated 
respectively.  This is 137 tons (17%) and 151 tons (18%) reduction of sediment from treatments 
that would result in 60% and 70% ground cover. 
 
Estimated erosion using estimates from Rowe, Countryman, and Storey, (RCS) 1949, under the 
Silverado Fire Initial BAER Assessment determined that 8,385 yds3 of soil could erode within 
Subwatershed C.  This estimate includes a bulking factor for sediment and possible debris flow 
material (Fudge, 2014). 
 
Comparison of erosion modeling between the GeoWEPP results and the RCS modeling results 
conducted by Fudge, 2014 is an order of magnitude difference.  The RCS, 1949 model is still a 
good model to use in Southern California as it is based on actual amounts sediment quantified in 
debris basins after wild fires.  
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Table 2 - Results of WEPP Erosion Modeling using GEOWEPP for Watershed C 
Watershed C - Uniform high severity cover 30%, High severity sandy loam soil with 30% rock 
cover.  Climate: Tustin_Irvine_ranch_mod_prism_rockclime.cli   Return Period Analysis 
 
 

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Runoff 
Volume 
(m^3) 

Sediment 
Leaving (t) 

Peak Runoff 
Rate 
(m^3/sec) 

Daily 
Precipitation 
(mm) 

2 3259.7 115.7 1.5 58.9 
4 8997 306.8 3.8 69 
5 10310.8 342.1 4.3 72.5 

10 17731.4 587.6 7.1 92.5 
20 32519.3 1213.9 12.2 104.7 
25 35938.8 1555.8 13.3 110.8 

After treatment (new polygon - treatment over 60) with 1 t/acre (resulting in 
60% cover)  

2 2881.1 104.8 1.4 58.9 
4 7021.8 207.3 3.1 69 
5 9505.5 223.3 4.1 72.5 

10 17241 379.3 6.9 92.5 
20 31690.8 818.3 12 104.7 
25 36058.4 867.1 13.5 110.8 

After treatment (new polygon - treatment over 60) with  1.5 t/acre (resulting in 
70% cover) 

2 2818.5 101.5 1.4 58.9 
4 6887 195.3 3 69 
5 8659.8 215.3 3.7 72.5 

10 17351.8 345.6 7 92.5 
20 31405.4 746.7 11.9 104.7 
25 36106.7 795.3 13.5 110.8 

 
 
The potential treatment areas in Subwatershed C, is approximately 75 acres and includes all 
slopes outside of the riparian area with slopes less than 60%.   The estimated reduction of 
sediment from 588 tons to 379 tons for a 60% cover treatment and 346 tons for a 70% cover 
treatment may be enough to reduce erosion to prevent debris flows in this subwatershed.  It is 
possible that the reduction in sediment from treatment could reduce the likelihood of a debris 
flow from occurring.  Debris flow modeling has not developed to determine how effective 
treatment would be in reducing debris flow probability.  The rational for suggesting that 
treatment could reduce the likelihood of debris flows from occurring is based on the 
understanding that debris flows occurring in fire-flood sequences are associated with severe 
erosion events.  These severe erosion events result in excessive sediment entering the channel. At 
some point the channel reaches a threshold value for sediment and a debris flow forms from 
entrainment of the sediment into a debris flow. 
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The results of the erosion modeling for Subwatershed A, predicted 1670 tons of sediment could 
be generated from a 10 year storm under post fire conditions (see Table 3).  Modeling with 60% 
and 70% soil cover from treatment resulted in 1186 and 1177 tons of sediment generated 
respectively.  This is a 484 tons (29%) and 493 tons (30%) reduction of sediment from 
treatments that would result in 60% and 70% ground cover.  The WEPP modeling resulted in no 
change in peak runoff rate.  This is due to shallow soils and the low water holding capacity of the 
soil.  
 
Table 3 - Watershed A - Results of WEPP Erosion Modeling using GEOWEPP for  
Watershed A. Parameters of uniform cover of 30%, low severity sandy loam soil with 25% rock 
cover were used. 
Tustin_Irvine_ranch_mod_prism_rockclime.cli, avg precip 585.6 mm  
 

Return 
Period 
(years) 

Runoff 
Volume 
(m^3) 

Sediment 
Leaving (t) 

Peak Runoff 
Rate (m^3/sec) 

Daily 
Precipitation 
(mm) 

2 409.3 7.5 0.2 58.9 
4 4500.1 156.2 1.8 69.3 
5 6837.8 233.8 2.6 74.9 

10 29230.3 1670 9.7 92.5 
20 63754.8 3847.4 19.7 104.7 
25 67827.6 3899.6 20.8 110.8 

After treating all slopes less than 60% with 1 t/acre (resulting in 60% cover)  
2 365.2 7.3 0.2 58.9 
4 4231.5 122.4 1.7 69.3 
5 6457.7 185 2.5 74.9 

10 29311.8 1186 9.7 92.5 
20 62957.3 2795.8 19.5 104.7 
25 67908.5 2911.5 20.8 110.8 

After treating all slopes less than 60% with  1.5 t/acre (resulting in 70% 
cover) 

2 364 7.3 0.2 58.9 
4 3883.5 119.2 1.6 69.3 
5 6401.4 185.4 2.4 74.9 

10 29339.9 1176.9 9.7 92.5 
20 62704 2881.6 19.4 104.7 
25 67975 2913.3 20.9 110.8 

 
 
The potential treatment areas in Subwatershed A, is approximately 83 acres and includes all 
slopes outside of the riparian area with slopes less than 60%.   The estimated reduction of 
sediment from 1670 tons to 1186 tons for a 60% cover treatment and 1177 tons for a 70% cover 
treatment may be enough to reduce erosion to prevent debris flows in this subwatershed.  It is 
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possible that the reduction in sediment from treatment could reduce the likelihood of a debris 
flow from 60-80% to 40-60%. 
 
Slope treatments in Subwatershed C were evaluated.  Evaluation of the slopes was conducted by the 
BAER Team with the possibility of treating the slopes with a dense material that would not blow away 
with the high winds.  Ground cover and soil organic matter were evaluated in areas with low burn 
severity.  These areas were determined to have some protection of the soil from rock fragments armoring 
the soil.  Review of the soil burn severity survey forms determined that the average soil cover from three 
transects is 44%, 20% and 3%  (Fudge and Wells, 2014).   Several types of slopes treatments were 
discussed as to their effectiveness on the slopes in Subwatershed C.  Agricultural straw was determined to 
not be feasible because it would blow away in the high wind conditions.  Hydromulch, as in the type that 
was applied on Santiago Fire in 2007 was found not to be effective in intense precipitation events.  Wood 
straw or wood shreds was considered and thought to be the most effective.  Some contacts were made to 
determine a treatment prescription and the cost was estimated to be approximately $200,000.   A staging 
area was identified within ½ to 1 mile to the treatments slopes from the staging area.   
 
Slope treatments may be marginally effective and other methods to prevent loss of life to the people 
living in Silverado Canyon and along the Subwatershed C channel could be more effective.  There is a 
possibility that structures could be built to protect houses from debris flows.  These structures could be 
built in the channel above the houses or at the location of the houses.  Design of the structures should 
consider diversion or deflection structures or along the channel as debris flow containment structures.  
The Subwatershed C channel is a concrete lined structure with an 8’ wide x 4’ high’ cross section.  This 
channel cross section could probably handle a small debris flow, but not a 100’000 yd3 debris flow as 
predicted by the USGS.  Additional modeling would have to be conducted to determine the capacity of a 
debris flow that the concrete lined channel could handle. 
 
The most effective treatment to prevent loss of life from a debris flow is to warn the people living in 
susceptible house.  This treatment should include identifying which houses are susceptible to flooding and 
debris flows and a system to warn these people of pending storms that could result in a debris flow.  The 
following is a proposed treatment to address warning people of the potential hazards of a debris flow. 
 
Houses on Mountain View Trail and Silverado Canyon Road 
1. Treatment Type (including monitoring if applicable):  Warn people who live in the area of 
potential debris flow hazards.  Warning should consist of a letter of warning to the owners of the 
houses below Subwatershed C and the houses along Silverado Canyon Creek.  The letters should 
describe the debris flow potential and what could happen to their house and anybody in the house 
if a debris flow occurs.   Coordinate with the Orange County Fire Authority to ensure their 
Emergency Warning System is fully implemented to issue evacuation orders in the event of large 
storms and risk from debris flows.  In addition, there may be other houses at risk from flooding 
and debris flows along Silverado Canyon Creek. 
2. Treatment Objective: To limit exposure of people to debris flow hazards coming down the 
channel in Subwatershed C and along Silverado Canyon Creek.  Notification of the potential of 
debris flows to occur and potential storms that could result in debris flows that could damage the 
houses and pose a threat to life in the houses and roads. 
3. Treatment Description: Coordinate with Orange County Emergency Agencies and Natural 
Resources Conservation Services (NRCS) to conduct additional evaluations and warn of hazards 
to people and houses along the creek in Subwatershed C and along Silverado Canyon Creek; 
issue press release notifying people of potential flood and debris flows coming off of fire area; 
hold public meeting to inform people of the hazard.  Recommend to Orange County to install 
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debris flow warning signs along Silverado Canyon Road and other roads downslope of the fire 
area. 
4. Treatment Cost: 4 day salary for GS-11 - $350.00 for a total of $1400 for coordination with 
county agencies and conducting public meeting and writing press release.  Debris flow warning 
signs: 4 signs@ $350 per sign = $1400.  Total cost of treatment $2,800.  Use Wyman Act to 
justify purchase of signs or recommend to county to install warning signs.  Debris flow warning 
sign should be installed on Silverado Canyon Road where the fire is located and on either side of 
the channel draining Subwatershed C. 
5. Probability of Completing Treatment Prior to Damaging Storm or Event: 
Land (slope)      %    Channel       %    Roads__%   Trails___% Public Safety 100% 

 
 
6. Probability of Treatment Success 
     

 Years after Treatment 
 1 3 5 

Land    
    

Channel    
    

Roads/Trails    
    

Protection/Safety 75% 50% 25% 
    

 
 
7.  Cost of No-Action (Including Loss):  
 
Potential loss of life at one or several houses in the community of Silverado Canyon, if people are not 
contacted and warned of potential debris flow hazards. 
 
8.  Cost of Selected Alternative (Including Loss):  $2,800 
 
V. Discussion/Summary/Recommendations –  
 
Debris flows are imminent in the Silverado Fire Area.  Debris flows and flooding have occurred in the 
past during high storm events. Debris flow hazard areas have been identified with the aid of USGS Debris 
Flow Modeling.  The debris flow modeling data was used to identify values at risk that have some 
potential of threats from debris flows.  A high debris flow hazard was in Subwatershed C and 
Subwatershed A.  Several houses and road crossings are at risk from potential debris flows in the 
Silverado Fire area.  Treatments for debris flows include notification to the owners/residents of the houses 
in along the Subwatershed C channel, especially the people who live off of Mountain View Trail and 
Silverado Canyon Road.   Warning of debris flow hazards should be in the form of letters, warning signs, 
public meetings and coordination with local road and emergency agencies.   
 
Slope treatments in Subwatershed C were evaluated and are feasible.  It is possible that the reduction in 
sediment from slope treatment could reduce the likelihood of a debris flow from occurring.  There is a 
possibility that slope treatments designed to protect the soils and reduce erosion off the slopes and 
sediment into the channel could reduce the possibility of debris flows from occurring in the channel in 
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Subwatershed C. It was determined that BAER treatments to protect downstream values at risk are not 
within the spending authority of US Forest service. Other options to fund the treatment would be through 
the Natural Resources Conservation Service Emergency Watershed Protection ~rogram. 
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APPENDIX A            
 
 
 

 
    Photo 1 – View of Subwatershed C showing lack of vegetation on 

  most of the slopes.  The riparian vegetation has a soil burn severity 
  of  low to moderate with leaves scorched and green. 

 
 

 
Photo 2 – House #1 located on Mountain View Trail located 
next to channel draining Subwatershed  C.  This house is at risk 
from flooding and debris flows.   
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Photo 3 – House #2 located on Mountain View Trail located 
next to channel draining Subwatershed  C.  This house is at risk 
from flooding and debris flows.   

 

 
Photo 4 – House #4 located between Mountain View Trail and  
Silverado Canyon Road located next to channel draining 
Subwatershed  C.  This house is at risk from flooding and debris flows.   
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Photo 5 – House #3 located on Silverado Canyon Road located  
next to channel draining Subwatershed  C.  This house is at risk 
from flooding and debris flows.  Note thick vegetation in channel 
on left side of photo.  This vegetation needs to be cleared out of the 

   channel. 
 

   
Photo 6 – Photo of soil bare of O Horizon soil.  Soil has small 
rock fragments coving soil.  The average soil cover from these 
rock fragment is 30-35%.  
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Photo 7 – Silverado Trail or Forest Road 5S03 in Subwatershed C  
with severe gullies developed at locations of over side drains.   
 

 
Photo 8 – View of debris flow deposit on channel side slope  
located below gully, originating from Silverado Trail. 
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Figure 1 – Map showing location of subwatersheds in the Silverado Fire area.  Subwatershed C has the highest 
concern for the values at risk from potential debris flows downstream of the fire. 
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Figure 2 - Geologic Map of the Silverado Fire area.  The geology of the fire area includes metamorphic 
rocks from the Bedford Formation and recent alluvial deposits.   
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Figure 3 – Debris Flow Hazard Map showing probability of debris flow hazard areas in the Silverado Fire 
area.  The red areas have a 60-80% debris flow probability with an estimated debris flow volume of 
10,000-100,000 m3. 
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Figure 4 – Debris flow fan at outlet of Subwatershed C and Silverado Creek.  Four 
houses (shown as white dots) are in debris flow hazard zone. 
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Appendix B 
 
 
USGS Recommendations If you live in a recently burned area, and 
there is a rainstorm… 

Prior to Storms 
1. Watch the patterns of storm-water drainage near your home, and note the places where 

runoff water converges, increasing flow in channels. These are areas to avoid during a 
storm. 

2. Contact your local authorities to learn about the emergency-response and evacuation 
plans for your area. Develop your own emergency plan for your family or business. 

During a Storm 
1. Stay alert! Many debris-flow and flood fatalities occur when people are sleeping. Listen 

to the radio for warnings of intense rainfall. NOAA Weather Radio All Hazards tone alert 
will let you know of hazards in your area. Be aware that intense bursts of rain may be 
particularly dangerous, especially after longer periods of heavy rainfall. 

2. If you are in an area susceptible to flooding or debris flow (or has experienced flooding 
or debris flow in the past), consider leaving if it is safe to do so. Remember that driving 
during heavy rainstorms can be hazardous. 

3. If you are near a stream or a channel, listen for any unusual sounds that might indicate 
moving debris, such as trees cracking or boulders knocking together. A trickle of flowing 
mud or debris may precede larger flows. Be alert for any sudden increases or decreases in 
water flow and for a change from clear to muddy water. Such changes may indicate 
debris-flow activity upstream, so be prepared to move quickly. Don't delay! Save 
yourself, not your belongings. 

4. Keep in mind that rises in water levels during flash floods and debris flows may occur 
much more rapidly, and may be significantly larger, than those produced when the 
watershed is not burned. 

5. Be particularly alert when driving. Bridges may be washed out, and culverts overtopped. 
Do not cross flooding streams!! Turn Around, Don't Drown ®! Embankments along 
roadsides are particularly susceptible to landsliding. Watch the road for collapsed 
pavement, mud, fallen rocks, and other indications of debris flow. 

Warnings and Watches for post-fire flash flood and debris flow are based on rainfall intensity-
duration thresholds. Such thresholds have been developed for recently burned areas in southern 
California by comparing characteristics of storms known to have produced flash floods and 
debris flows with those that did not. Thresholds are defined by identifying those combinations of 
rainfall intensity and duration that are unique to flash flood and debris-flow producing storms. 
Where available, information on known times of flood or debris-flow occurrence is incorporated 
into the thresholds. Threshold lines delineate a range of rainfall combinations - from short 
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duration, high intensity to longer duration, lower intensity - any of which can result in flash-
flood or debris-flow activity. Post-fire threshold conditions change with time as sediment 
supplies are depleted and vegetation recovers, and so in addition to thresholds that are useful for 
immediately after a fire, thresholds for the following rainy season have also been developed. 

Rainfall Thresholds for Recently Burned Areas in Southern 
California 

 

Rainfall intensity-duration thresholds for recently burned, mountainous areas of southern 
California. Rainfall conditions above the thresholds are those likely to trigger debris flows and 
flash floods from recently burned areas. Different areas require different thresholds because of 
variations in surficial materials, vegetation, topography and prevailing meteorologic conditions.  
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